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Abstract. Ganesh (Ganesa or Ganesha) is a Hindi god well known
for his distinguishable elephant head and widely revered as the god of
success or remover of obstacles. Patrons in Thailand have worshipped
Ganesh and respected him by means of erecting statues of Ganesh in
various poses and sizes throughout the country. In late 2008, the people
of Chacheongsao, a province located East of Bangkok, decided to create
Thailand’s tallest standing Ganesh statue made with bronze reaching
heights up to 39 meters and situated on the Bangpakong river bank
overseeing the city and its people. The author and design team was
approached by representatives from Chacheongsao and commissioned
to advise the process from conception to construction. The challenge
started with seeking appropriate computer-aided design and manufacturing technologies and innovative processes to guide the design team
throughout the production. The 0.60-meter bronze cast sculpture of the
Ganesh was scanned using a 3D optical scanner to generate a solid model
of the statue. A surface model was then extracted from the 3D model to
firstly determine the most efficient structural support within the statue
and secondly to generate surface strips for the foundry to create actual
bronze casts. The construction of the project began early 2009 and the
statue has since been erected from its base to currently its head. During
construction, the author and design team has encountered several problems translating pixels to parts. Several errors have occurred during the
mould and cast production process as well as construction errors on site
causing mismatches of the structure and surface, misalignments, and
protruding structural supports and joints. The lessons learned from this
project is documented and analysed with hopes to create a more effective process for future projects with similar requirements.
Keywords. CAD/CAM; 3D scanner; CNC milling; metal fabrication.
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1. Introduction
Ganesh, a Hindi god well known for his distinguishable elephant head, is
one of the most recognisable gods in the ancient world. He is widely revered
around the world as the god of success or remover of obstacles, which has
made him one of the most respected and worshipped gods today. The popularity of Ganesh in Thailand is also very prominent and consistent throughout
the Thai society. Not only has Ganesh become the symbol of success and
good fortune for Thais, he is also known for his skills in arts and performances and is symbolised in many governmental organisations and educational
institutions.
Patrons in Thailand have worshipped Ganesh and respected him by means
of erecting statues of Ganesh in various poses and sizes throughout the
country in beliefs that Ganesh will bring upon good fortune and prosperity
to their community. Because of this belief, The Chacheongsao Association, a
local group led by retired government officials in the Chacheongsao province,
decided to commission the construction of Thailand’s tallest and the world’s
largest bronze Ganesh statue on the riverbank of Bangpakong river which runs
through the heart of the province.
The project began in early 2009 as a public park on a land plot of 21 Rai
or 33,600 sq-m adjacent to the Bangpakong river. The proposal was to house
several functions including a museum of the people of Chacheongsao, an open
marketplace for local farmers and tourists, and a 39-meter bronze statue of a
standing Ganesh and its shrine.

Figure 1. The Ganesh park proposed by the Chacheongsao Association in 2009.

The project began with the master plan design of the park and a competition
of the Ganesh statue design. However, for purposes of the author, this paper
will only discuss the Ganesh statue and not other parts of the project. During
the competition, several designs were submitted to the competition committee
and finally a winning Ganesh statue was selected. The winning design was a
Ganesh in a standing pose with its left foot placed slightly forward. Adjacent
to its left foot is a rat holding food near its mouth, a symbol that represents the
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abundance of produce and a plentiful harvest for the community. Its four arms
also hold four types of harvest namely a banana, a sugarcane shoot, a jackfruit
and a mango.

Figure 2. A bronze prototype of the winning Ganesh statue design.

2. Project planning
Planning of the Ganesh statue was divided into two phases; the first phase was
to construct the statue and its base, and the second phase was to construct the
surrounding buildings and the landscape.
Due to the size and complexity of the statue design that was intended to be
the tallest bronze Ganesh in the world, the committee needed to consult with
local experts in construction and metal fabrication industries to plan how to
best proceed with this design. Presently, many tall statues have been erected
around the world (“List of Statues by Height” 2012) but at the time, no one in
Thailand had attempted to build any standing statue at such height before. So
the first challenge was to identify the design and construction team that had
experience and was capable of completing the task on time. The Chacheongsao
association finally decided to bring in three main parties; structural engineer
Assist. Prof. Pramote Tarasak from Silpakorn University to design the Ganesh
internal structure and foundation, Asia Fine Art foundry based in Ayuthaya
to cast the bronze Ganesh surface and construct internal steel structure, and
Triple T Industrial Engineering, a local construction manager to oversee the
project during construction. The author was part of the structural engineer
team to design the steel structure support for the statue.
Construction schedule was limited to two years with a budget of 100 million
baht or approximately US$4 million. The design of the structure was planned
for three months and construction was to begin immediately after the foundation drawings have been completed. However, with the limited resources
and seasonal floods during construction, the completion date had been pushed
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back further and funds had run dry shortly after a year. Luckily, additional
funds were raised by means of public donations in ceremonies throughout the
year and construction continues as of October 2011.
2. Digitising
The main task of the structural engineering team was to design a steel structure
that will fit inside of the Ganesh form and support the weight of the bronze
surface as well as to withstand local wind load and rain load. What the team
needed was an accurate digital model of the Ganesh statue to be used as a
reference when designing the structural support from inside out. The most
effective solution was to conduct a 3D scan of the 60 cm. bronze prototype
provided by the winner of the competition and create a 3D model of the statue
in a CAD environment. The team decided to use a 3D optical scanner due to
its accuracy in scanning certain blind spots or hidden surfaces of the statue
that laser scanners may not be able to pick up effectively.
Preparation for the scanning process required several markers to be placed
on the surface of the statue at approximately every 5 cm radius and a layer of
white non-glossy spray paint throughout its surface to prevent any reflections
during the scan. The scanner captured several images around the statue in 360
degrees projecting simulated vertical and horizontal lines alternately to generate 3D coordinates at each intersection. The scan also required additional
overlapping projections of the surface at certain blind spots such as the areas
between the four arms, behind trunk, and under the groin that required further
data clean up after the scanning was complete.

Figure 3. Preparation for 3D scanner with markers and white non-glossy paint on the surface
(left) and scanning in progress by projecting vertical and horizontal lines alternately (right).

The scanning took three consecutive hours to complete and the manual data
clean up took another two days. The result was an accurate and detailed surface
model of the statue that could be exported in many standard 3D formats (i.e.,
DXF, STL, G3D, IGES, ASCII) and imported into 3D modeling software or
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CAD applications. The volumetric triangulation of the surface created a total
of over 640,000 polygons faces which most likely was too much information
for the purpose of designing an internal structure or simply an overkill for the
task. However, the data was used to determine the total surface area and the
approximate weight of the bronze surface at 5 mm thickness for calculating
dead load support.

Figure 4. The triangulated surface model generated by the scanner.

3. Modelling
The 3D model generated by the scanner was then imported to a CAD environment, namely Google’s SketchUp software, to explore the maximum allowable
space to fit in a steel structure. The model was scaled to fit the actual construction size at 30 meters from the Ganesh’s toe to his halo pinnacle and aligned
at the 0,0,0 coordinates from the centre of its round platform beneath the feet.
The 9-meter square base was not included in this design but was considered a
shell that would cover the steel columns protruding from the statue’s feet. To
determine what type of structure to best fit the statue, the engineer decided to
take the simplest approach and create outlined horizontal slices of the statue
at every 50 cm heights. The profiles revealed the available gaps between the
5-mm bronze surface and the main support structure and therefore allowed the
engineer to design a steel truss within the void.

Figure 5. 3D model of the Ganesh in SketchUp with sections at every 50 cm height (left), the
designed structural steel truss (middle), and the combined sections and structure (right).
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The engineer designed a simple and practical steel truss structure to lessen
the complexity during construction for the contractor. Each steel member of
the truss comes in five sections only and has a horizontal member at every 1
m height. The spacing designated for the sub-structure for the bronze surface
to connect to the steel truss is a minimum of 25 cm at its tightest gap which
is located at the ankle of the right leg. This space will allow construction
workers to manually connect the bronze bolts from the inner surface with the
steel nuts located on the steel truss structure. The actual bronze surface of the
statue is fabricated at the foundry in sheets of 1.50 meters tall and is hauled to
the site to be assembled manually.
One of the main advantages of digital modelling in design is the possibility
of early error detection before construction (Henderson 1999, Lertsithichai
2002). The Ganesh statue in 3D was a crucial tool in that sense to discover
problematic structural joints that can be detected before the actual construction and assembling begins. The critical joints include all protruding structures that overhang from the main body such as the four arms, the trunk, and
the halo ring. For practical reasons, these joints require special planning especially during the assembly because the parts would be constructed with a steel
structure inside the bronze surface before hoisting the parts to be combined
with the main body.
4. Fabrication
There are various rapid prototyping methodologies that have been developed
and transferred into the manufacturing process and then employed by various
industries including construction and metal work fabrication (Schodek et al.
2005). Such techniques were also used during the fabrication of the bronze
surfaces of the Ganesh statue, mostly the laser scanning and CNC milling
of the body parts and was conducted completely in-house by Asia Fine Art
foundry.
The fabrication process at Asia Fine Art foundry usually starts with a wax
replicate of the statue, in this case, a 60 cm tall wax Ganesh. The statue is
measured and cut into small flat pieces that can be scanned with limited depth
using a laser scanner (FROGScan). For example, a leg part is cut in horizontal slices about 20 cm high then cut again vertically into four parts. The four
parts will be laser scanned to create a surface model of each part. Then the
model is scaled up and transferred over to the CNC milling machine (FROGMill) to cut a foam piece of the part in real scale. The maximum area of the
milling machine bed is 1.50 × 2.40 meters and it can mill up to 0.90 meter in
depth. Once the foam sections are milled, they are covered in a wax surface to
produce a sand mould for casting bronze. The mould is heated to release the
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melted wax leaving a void for melted bronze to be poured in hence creating a
perfect duplicated bronze surface of the part. This process continues until all
the surfaces of the statue are produced, finished, and ready for assembly at the
construction site.

Figure 6. Wax replicate of the Ganesh prototype ready to be scanned (top left), the scanned
parts milled on the CNC milling machine (top right), the foam part milled into an actual sized
toe (bottom left), the combined foam parts ready for a wax mold (bottom right).

5. Construction
From the 3D model generated in SketchUp, a set of 2D construction drawings
complete with reference points and detailed steel joints were produced with
AutoCAD and submitted to the steel contractor. The model was also used to
calculate the weight of the bronze from its surface and the weight of the steel
truss from the total length of each steel member totaling at 37 tons and 100
tons consecutively.
The construction of the foundation began in mid 2009 and the steel
structure began shortly after. The construction manager present at the site
saw no signs of concerns until the first set of bronze surfaces were ready to
be assembled on site around the steel truss. The challenge they faced was
to locate the reference point and align the surface to the right place with no
guiding documentation. Since the construction drawings did not include segments or the actual bronze parts that were to be attached to the structure in the
same drawing, it was difficult to pin point with accuracy how the parts were to
align with the existing steel truss. The contractors solved the problem with a
simple eye reference to the prototype statue and estimated the location of the
part near the steel truss which at the time did not appear to become a major
problem until later.
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Figure 7. Construction of the Ganesh statue in mid 2010 (left), the body completion
in early 2011 (middle), and the statue at its current state in October 2011 (right).

Construction continued on with delays and many on-site problems, mainly
due to the fact that the steel contractor lacked the expertise in steel fabrication and did not comply with the structural drawings given by the structural
engineer. The construction manager encountered at least three areas where
the steel truss will protrude out of the bronze surface which required the steel
contractor to cut parts of the frame and the foundry to patch the surface manually. Alignment of the bronze surface parts was also an issue that caused more
on-site customisations, requiring foundry workers to work on patching the
gaps along side with steel contractors as they build the structure.

Figure 8. Construction defects due to poor craftsmanship and lack of expertise: protruding
steel structures at the thigh (left) and misaligned bronze surface at the hip (right).

6. Problems and lessons learned
6.1. Shared Digital Model

Ideally, sharing a single digital model of the statue between the structural
engineer and the foundry would have cause far less errors during fabrication. The process of scanning and milling parts then reassembling them into a
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larger part was prone to small errors that when combined would create large
defects. A shared model could have been used to double check the sizing and
alignment of the parts when attached to the structure to make sure that each
section is well aligned before a new part is placed above.
6.2. Poor Craftmanship

The various surface misalignments and protruding structures seen during construction were caused mainly by human error. The local steel contractor did
not follow the construction drawings carefully and improvised as the structure
was being built. Moreover, the lack of expertise in welding of workers caused
17 out of 20 welds at critical stressed joints to fail in the structural x-ray test.
A rigorous contractor selection process and a systematic monitoring procedure during construction must be mandatory for structural steel constructions.
To plan for the worst, procedures for on-site fabrication troubleshooting and
ad-hoc assembly customisations should also be planned jointly and agreed
upon between the design team and contractors.
6.3. Limited Tools

Current CAD/CAM tools for scanning and milling may be sufficient for
the purposes of this Ganesh fabrication but as statue designs become more
complex, new tools that can help generate structural frames and suggest efficient surface milling parts may be a more effective tool in the future. The
combination of a six-degree of freedom CNC milling machine and computergenerated moulds would significantly increase the accuracy of this type of
fabrication as well.
7. Conclusion and future plans
The construction of the tallest Ganesh statue in Thailand was a great learning
experience. Although the actuality of the fabrication and construction process
did not align well with the plan, but it did highlight many problems and suggest
new ways to build more effectively for future projects. Most importantly,
combining the digital model into a shared environment where the team can
utilise and refer to, hiring professionals with real expertise in steel fabrication,
and employing new CAD/CAM tools to generate more accurate moulds are
procedures that should be explored to its fullest potential.
In the future, the lessons learned from this experience will be shared and
improved on in the next project, a 40-meter tall bronze Buddha statue in Kanchanaburi province which will break ground on March of 2012.
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